Dear Sir or Madam,
attached our witness statements to the subject WTS, wildlife- avifauna,
pets, quality of life.
We have turned 2 videos for the International Symposium in October, 2010
in Ontario, Canada about affected local residents of wind turbines
(about our own situation after nearly 16 years beside 6 wt, next 320 m
away from our house, today 113 wt visible from our property and about
friends who live beside other WT) and an interview with an other
affected person in Schleswig-Holstein, the most northern land in Germany.
The films (English) you find here:
http://www.windwahn.de/html/picton___ontario.html
Moreover, attached we send the translation of a letter of an affected
and ill family in Lower Saxony living nearby the biggest wt by Enercon,
which we received in May, 2010 to our anti wt rally in Berlin.
The following link points to the illnesses of citizens in Belgium
shortly after the construction of the biggest wt of the world (Enercon):
http://www.epaw.org/multimedia.php?lang=en&article=n2
More submissions from Europe you find on the website of EPAW(European
Platform Against Windfarms):
http://www.epaw.org/victims.php?lang=de&article=t3
We are glad that you take the subject WTS seriously in Australia. In
Germany it is not possible to bring the subject Infrasound and Low
frequency issues by wind turbines in the public because this is neither
politically nor economically wanted.
Although a lot of people have fallen ill for a long time with WTS (in
Germany there are wind turbines since the end of the eighties), every
kind of illness caused by wt is denied, as well as the destruction and
expulsion of the biodiversity of avifauna.
Wind turbines are an ecological and health disaster. Please preserve
Australia's nature and citizens from these symbols of greed and destruction!
Yours sincerely
Jutta Reichardt
-Jutta Reichardt
Neuendorf-Sachsenbande
Sprecherin der EPAW für Deutschland
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